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THE STATIC AND DYNAMIC -ROTARY STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS OF AN AIRPLANE MODEL 
WITH AN UNSWEPT WING AND A HIGH 
HORIZONTAL TAIL 
By Donald A. Buell, Verlin D. Reed, and 
Armando E. Lopez 
SUMMARY 
Measurements were made in a wind tunnel of the static and dynamic -
rotary stability derivatives of a model having an unswept wing of low 
aspect ratio and a high horizontal tail . The tests were conducted at 
Mach numbers from 0. 25 to 0 . 94 at Reynolds numbers of 0.75 to 8 . 00 
million. The angle - of - attack range was _80 to 240 
The components of the model were tested in variOUS combinations and 
the contributions of these components to the measured derivatives are 
discussed . The stick- fixed osci llatory response of a representative air-
plane was calculated for flight at altitudes from sea level to 40,000 
feet. The airplane was found to have adequate damping of the short -
period longitudinal oscillation but inadequate damping of the 1ateral -
directional oscillation . 
Estimates were made of the rotary derivatives by semiempirical 
methods . A comparison of the estimates with measured values is made on 
the basis of effects on the OSCillatory response . 
INTRODUCTION 
A program of research on the dynamic stability derivatives of vari -
ous airplane models is being carried out in the Ames l2- foot pressure 
wind tunnel . The models are tested on an apparatus which forces an 
oscillati on with a single degree of freedom . (The apparatus is described 
in ref . 1 . ) The results of tests employing this eqUipment with a 
triangular-wing model a r e presented in reference 2 . 
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The present report contains the measured s~atic and dynamic - r otary 
stability derivatives for a model having an unswept wing of low aspect 
ratio and a high horizontal tail. These measurements were made to evaluate 
the separate effects of the model components on each of the derivatives 
and the relative importance of each derivative on the calculated oscil-
latory response of a representative airplane . Estimates of the rotary 
derivatives were made by some of the simpler existing procedures , and 
the agreement between the theory and experiment is assessed on the basis 
of the airplane - response calculations . 
The static - stability characteristics of a model similar to the 
model of this report have been reported in references 3 and 4 for speeds 
into the supersonic regime . Another similar model has been the subject 
of a test employing the steady- rolling technique, and the resulting 
rolling derivatives are presented in reference 5. 
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SYMBOIS 
lift lift coefficient, ~pV2S 
2 
normal force 
normal- force coefficient , ! pv2 S 
2 
drag coeffi cient , drag 
Ipv2 s 
2 
side force 
side - force coeffic i ent , lpv2 s 
2 
rolling moment 
rolling-moment coefficient, -~PV2Sb 
pitching moment pitching-moment coeffi cient , 1pv2 Sc 
2 
yawing-moment coefficient, yawing moment 
~PV2Sb 
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M 
R 
s 
T~/2 
v 
b 
p 
q 
r 
t 
E 
e 
p 
cp 
w 
number of cycles for the lateral oscillations to damp to half 
amplitude 
Mach number 
Reynolds number 
wing area 
time to damp to half amplitude 
velocity 
equivalent airspeed , ft/sec 
wing span 
wing mean aerodynamic chord 
angle of horizontal- tail inCidence, deg 
tail length 
rolling velocity 
pitching velocity 
yawing velocity 
time 
angle of attack, radians except where noted 
angle of sideslip , radians except where noted 
effective angle of downwash at the horizontal tail, deg 
angle of pitch , deg 
air density 
angle of bank, deg 
angle of yaw, deg 
circular frequency of OSCillation, radians/sec 
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( ) ' ( ) referred to body axes 
The stability system of axes used for the presentation of the data, 
together with an indication of the positive dire ction of forces, moments, 
and angles, is presented in f-'.gure 1. The various stability derivatives 
are defined as follows : 
Cra, CIlla, CNa.' } derivatives with respect to subscript C Z (3' Cn (3' CY(3 
CLu' C~, Cma:,' Cm derivatives with respect to 
c 
subscript - x q 2V 
C Z~' C Zp ' C Zr' 
Cn~ , Cnp ' Cnr , derivatives with respect to 
b 
subscript 2V x 
CYp ' Cy r 
MODEL 
The complete model consisted of an unswept wing of aspect ratio 2. 44, 
a horizontal tail mounted in a high position on a vertical tail, and a 
body with a circular cross section modified by the addition of a canopy 
and protuberances s i mulating side inlets . Figure 2 is a three - view 
drawing of the model showing some of the important dimensions . A photo -
graph of the model mounted on the osc illation apparatus in the wind 
tunnel is shown in figure 3. Additional geometric and dimensional model 
data are given in table I . 
Construction details of the model are of interest because of the 
unique problems presented in dynamic testing . Although the weight of 
the model did not have a direct bearing on the accuracy of the measured 
aerodynamic data, it was desirable t o keep the weight as low as practi -
cable because in this way other design and vibration problems in the 
model support and oscillation mechanism were minimized . Structural 
rigidity in the model was also felt to be desirable t o minimize flutter 
and aeroelastic distortion; however, no quantitative measurements were 
made to evaluate their possible effects . 
The model was built of magnesium alloy in five major parts : the 
wing, the vertical tail, the horizontal tail, the body Shell, and the 
case, which enclosed the oscillation mechanism or the strain- gage 
balance, and to which the other parts were attached . The wing, vertical 
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tail, horizontal tail , and the case were machined from solid magnesium 
forgings . In the fabrication of the body, secti ons of soft magnesium 
sheet were formed to shape in a drop -hammer di e , then fastened together 
and attached to the case . The brackets wh i ch f i xed the hori zontal tail 
at angles of incidence of 40 , 00 , and _40 were machi ned from aluminum . 
The resulting weight of the model was approximately 15 .7 pounds , of 
which the wing weight was 4.5 pounds , the verti cal tail 1.6 pounds, the 
horizontal tail 0 . 7 pound, t he b racket 0 . 2 pound , t he body 3.5 pounds , 
and the case 5.2 pounds . Two i nterchangeable wings were constructed, 
the dihedral of one being - 100 , as shown in figure 2 , and the dihedral 
of the other being 00 • The axis of rotation in changing dihedral was 
at approximately the intersecti on of the wing with the body . 
APPARATUS 
The static - force and -moment characteristics were measured with 
5 
a 4- inch -diameter four - component str ain- gage balance enclosed wi thin 
the model body . Si x- component data were obtai ned by rotating the bal-
ance 900 wi th respect to the model . The dynamic stability derivatives 
were measured on a special oscillati on apparatus which is a single -
degree - of - freedom OSCillatory system . The model was mounted on crossed-
flexure restraining springs which permitted rotati on about one axis 
only . Various combinations of rolli ng, p i tching , and yawing motions 
were obtained in this system by vari ations in the ori entation of the 
axis of oscillation . The moments due to prescribed combinations of 
these motions were measured and separated into the various stability 
derivatives . 
It should be noted that the experimental techni que did not permit 
the separation of the rotary deri vati ves into all the desired components . 
The pitching and yawing moments caused by the osci l lation of a model in 
straight flight may be thought of as consisting of components caused 
by ( 1) rotation (identified by the subscripts .q or r), which would 
result from a curved flight path with the attitude of the model main-
taining the same relation to the flight direction, and ( 2) acceleration 
(identified by the subscripts ~ or ~), resulting from transverse 
accelerations which bring the model back to the straight f l ight path . 
Only the sum of these two components about each of the transverse 
stability axes could be established . 
Oscillations were excited and mai ntained about the axi s of rotation 
by a push- rod linked to an electromagnetic s haker. The s haker was , in 
turn, excited by an electroni c feedback network whi ch mai ntained the 
desired amplitude of oscillation at the natural frequency of the model 
mounted on the flexure -pivot support . The necessary strain- gage measure -
ments were processed through an analog computing system which evaluated 
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and recorded the amplitude and phase relationship of each oscillatory 
quantity . This method is described i n detail in reference 1 . 
TESTS 
Tests of the model were made at Mach numbers from 0 . 25 to 0. 94 for 
a range of angles of attack f r om _80 t o +240 or, at high speeds) from _80 
to the maximum obtainable without choking of the wind tunnel or erratic 
oscillation of the model . The Reynolds number was 1.50 million for 
most of the tests) although data were also obtained at Reynolds numbers 
up to 8 .00 million for low speeds and at 0.75 million for high speeds. 
In the oscillation tests ) the frequency of the oscillation ranged 
from 4 to 9 cycles per second) depending on the mass and aerodynamic 
restoring moments of the particular configuration . The reduced fre -
quency) wc/2V (a basic parameter in comparing the oscillatory character -
istics of models having different scales)) ranged from approximately 
0. 01 to 0 . 10 . The amplitude of the oscillation had a peak value of 
approximately ±lo for the pitching tests ~nd ±2° for the rolling and 
yawing tests . Data were also taken for comparative purposes at half 
the normal frequency and at amplitudes different from those quoted by 
about ±50 percent . The reduction in frequency was accomplished by the 
use of flexure pivots of reduced stiffness . 
In certain tests it was found necessary to increase the stiffness 
of the support system by means of guy wires attached t o the tunnel walls 
a short distance behind the model . This was done to avoid a resonant 
condition between the model and its support system which would invalidate 
measurements obtained by the present test technique . 
CORRECTIONS TO DATA 
The data presented herein have been corrected by the method of 
reference 6 for the induced effect of the wind- tunnel wall s resulting 
from lift on the model. The magnitudes of the corrections which were 
added to the measured values are : 
2 0.0022 CL 
The induced effects of the tunnel walls on the pitching moment were 
calculated and found to be negligible . The dynamic - stability derivatives 
have not been corrected for tunnel-wall effects resulting from lift on 
the model . 
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Corrections for the effects of constriction due to the wind- tunnel 
walls were calculated by the method of reference 7 and applied to the 
data . At a Mach number of 0. 94 this correction amounted to an increase 
of less than 2 percent in the measured values of Mach number and dynamic 
pressure. 
The drag data have been adjusted to correspond to a base pressure 
equal to free - stream static pressure . The effect of interference 
between the model and sting on measured static val ues of pitchi ng- and 
yawing-moment coefficients was assumed to be negligible on the basis 
of unpublished measurements of pitching moment of the triangular-wing 
model of reference 2 with two different sting diameters - the 4- inch 
sting used for the static tests and the 2- 1!4- inch sting used for the 
dynamic tests . 
Corrections to the measured values of the damping coefficients due 
to internal damping of the model and oscillation mechanism were deter-
mined from Wind- off measurements of the damping with the tunnel evacu -
ated . The corrections would have changed the measured values of Clp 
and Cnr less than 0.03 (and values of Cmq + Cmu less than 0.20) 
and were therefore considered negligible . 
The effects of aerodynami c resonance caused by the wind- tunnel 
walls similar to that discussed in reference 8 cannot be determined 
accurately in this case . The relation used i n reference 9 yields a 
minimum wind- tunnel resonant fre quency of 17 cycles per second . This 
frequency was for a Mach number of 0. 95 , with hi gher resonant frequencies 
at lower Mach numbers. Since the model osc i llati on frequency never 
exceeded 9 cycles per second, it is doubtful that aerodynamic resonance 
had any important effect on the data . 
RESULTS 
As a guide to the foll owing di scussion , an index of figures , pre -
senting the measured and estimated aerodynamic characteristics of the 
model and the calculated oscillatory response characteristics of a 
representative fighter - type airplane geometrically similar to the model, 
is given in the following table : 
Longitudinal stability characteri sti cs 
Basic data for complete model. 
Effects of Reynolds number . 
Effects of model components 
Downwash characteristics • 
Effects of wing dihedral . . . . 
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Effects of sideslip angle . . . . 
Effects of Mach number . . . • . 
Longitudinal stabili ty derivatives, Cmu and Cmq + Cmu 
Basic data . . • . . . . . . . . 
Effects of Mach number . . • . . 
Static lateral- directional characteristics 
Basic data for complete model 
Sideslip derivatives, CL~ ' cy~, Cn~ 
Basic data . . • . . . . . . 
Effects of Reynolds number 
Effects of wing dihedral 
Effects of model oscillation 
Effects of Mach number 
Lateral rotary derivatives, Clp ' Cnp ' Clr - Cl~' Cnr - Cn~ 
Basic data . . . . . . . •. .. 
Effects of Reynolds number 
Effects of wi ng dihedral 
Effects of Mach number 
Dynamic - stability estimates (contr ols - fixed ) 
Longitudinal short-period oscillation ....•••••. 
Lateral- di rectional short-period oscillation 
Comparison using measured and predicted dynami c derivatives 
Stabili ty derivatives for the compl ete model referred to body 
( see Appendix for descripti on of the axi s system) ..... 
8 , 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
16 
17 
. . 18,19 
20 
20 
21 
axes 
22 
23 
24 
25 
The lateral stability characteristics are presented f or 00 incidence 
of the horizontal tail . 
DISCUSSION 
The di scussion will be concerned with f irst , the measured aerodynamic 
characteristics of the model , second, the calculated osci l latory response 
of a representative airplane , and third , the esti mation of the rotary 
derivatives . The primary purpose of the investigation was the measure -
ment of the stability derivati ves of a model representing an airplane 
of modern desi gn . Of these , the rotary derivatives are ordinarily the 
ones least amenable t o measurement and, consequently, are the ones con-
sidered here in most detail . An examination of the estimated values of 
these derivatives i s postponed until after a discussion of the oscillatory 
response calculations , because the accuracy desir ed in the estimation 
of any derivative should be determined only i n light of i ts effect on 
the behavi or of the airplane . 
The effects of frequency and ampli tude of the model oscillat i on on 
the data have been considered although the data are not shown . The effects 
of a reduction i n frequency of 50 percent were i n most cases indistin-
guishable from experimental scatter . However, the frequency effects were 
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not checked at hi gh Mach numbers in the case of lateral oscillations . 
A change in oscillation amplitude of 50 percent had only minor effect s 
on the measured deri vati ves . 
The Measured Static Longitudi nal Characteri sti cs 
Static stability. - Figure 4 shows that, at Mach numbers of 0. 90 
and less, a reduction i n lift - curve slope occurred as the angle of 
attack was increased beyond 80 t o 100 , fo llowed by a large pos i tive 
increase i n the s l ope of the pi tching-moment curves at somewhat higher 
angles of attack . This l oss of stability continued to an angle of 
attack of at least 200 and was of such a magnitude as to make the model 
unstable beyond 140 • These l ongitudinal characteri stics suggest a 
severe pit ch -up probl em at hi gh angles of attack for a large r ange of 
center -of - gravity pos i tions . The data fo r a Mach number of 0.94 also 
showed a decrease i n stability at high angles of attack but were t oo 
limited in this range to define the pitching -moment curve properly. 
Effect of model components .- I t may be seen from the pitching-
moment curves of figure 6 that the loss of stability at hi gh angles 
of attack was caused by the forces on the hor i zontal tail . The origin 
of the destabilizi ng variation of tail l oad may be traced, in turn, to 
wake and downwash effects . Evidence of the movement of the tail into 
the wing and body wakes i s the loss of dCm/di t , shown by the gradual 
convergence of the pitching-moment curves for different tail incidences 
9 
as the angle of attack was increased ( fig . 4) . The more powerful down-
wash effects are shown i n figure 7 in the form 1 - ( d €/d~), whi ch 
represents the rate of change of the tail angle of attack with the model 
angle of attack . (The factor was determined from the data of f i gs . 4 
and 6 by assumi ng the tail angle of attack to be equal to the increment 
of pitching-moment coefficient contri buted by the tai l, divided by 
dCm/dit for the particular model angle of attack under considerati on . ) 
The factor ] - ( d €/d~) decreased r apidly with incr easing angles of attack 
above 3°, indicating a proportional decrease in the stabili ty contribution 
of the tail . The downwash tended to make the tail destabili zi ng above 
140 for Mach numbers of 0. 90 and less . At i ntermediate angles of attack 
the variations of the stability contributi ons of the t ail and of the 
wing tended to be compensatory ( see fig . 6) . 
Effects of wing dihedral and s ideslip angle .- Figure 8 shows that 
an increase of dihedral from -100 to 00 made the model somewhat less 
stable, and that a sideslip angle of 60 produced a s l ight increase in 
stability. Although figure 9 shows that a t angles of attack up t o 6° posi-
t i ve stability (indi cated by the incr ement of pitching-moment coef f i cient 
between ~ = 0° and 6° ) was maintained at sideslip angles up t o 18° , i t 
is evi dent that the stability decrea sed a t the higher Mach number and 
angles of sidesli p . 
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Effects of Mach number .- Figure 10 illustrates the rather abrupt 
changes i n static longitudinal stabi lity which were caused by increas -
ing Mach number . The figure shows further that there were increases 
in the lift - curve slopes of the wing and tail ( the latter is reflected 
in the curves of dCm/di t ) as the Mach number was increased in the 
upper range . 
The Measured Longitudinal Stability Derivatives 
Static - stability derivative, Cma.- The stability parameter Cma 
was measured on the oscillating mode l and is compared with values from 
the static - f orce tests in figure 11. Deflection of the flexure pivots 
in the oscillation mechanism limited the tests of each configuration 
t o angles of attack near that for Cm = O. The Reynolds number of 0.75 
million was particularly useful since the lesser restoring moments pro -
duced at this Reynolds number permitted model oscillation over a more 
extensive angle - of -attack range than was possible at a Reynolds number 
of 1 . 50 million . Where the comparison could be made , the data f or the 
Reynolds number of 0.75 million appeared to be representative of the 
data for 1 . 50 million in the over- all trends with angle of attack and 
Mach number . 
The comparison of the values of ema measured statically and 
dynamically shows good agreement, except at the l owest test Mach number . 
It should be noted that static - force data for only one tail incidence 
have been i ncluded in figure 11 . The difference between the static and 
oscillatory values of Cmu at the high angle s of attack is due primarily 
to the previously mentioned l oss of tail effectiveness which r esulted 
in different values of Cma for different tail i ncidences . 
The large effects of Mach number on the static l ongitudinal stabil-
ity which were previously noted are again demonstrated by the values of 
Cma j.n figure 12. The data presented are for angles of attack of 40 
or _40 since these were the only angles at which the higher Reynolds 
number data were available at all Mach numbers . 
Damping-in- pitch derivative, Cmg + Cma.- The derivative Cmg + Cma , 
measured s imUltaneously with Cma during pitching oscillations of the 
mOdel , is presented in figure 11 . For reasons mentioned previously the 
lower Reynolds number data are the more extensive . There was no Reynolds 
numbers effect large enough to be differentiated from scatter i n the data 
at Mach numbers below 0. 85 . At higher Mach numbers the trends produced 
by increasing angle of attack at the l ow Reynolds number seemed to be 
repeated at the higher ReynoldS number but , in certain cases, at distinctly 
different l evels of dampi ng . 
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It is noteworthy that at the higher Mach numbers the model with the 
horizontal tail removed provided a large proportion of the damping of 
the complete model at some angl es of attack, and l ittle damping at others . 
For example, at a Mach number of 0 .94 and a Reynol ds number of 1 .50 mil-
lion, the damping attributabl e to the body and wing was 50 percent of 
the total at an angle Df attack of _40 but diminished rapidly as the 
angle of attack became more negative . A simil ar loss of damping of 
the body- wing- vertical- tail combination occurred at all test Mach numbers 
above 0.85 and was in each case accompanied by a large gain in static 
stability. The same relationship between damping in pitch and static 
longitudinal stability was observed with the triangular-wing model of 
reference 2. It can be determined from the data in figure 6 that the 
wing caused variations in Cmu at positive angles of attack that were 
of the same order of magnitude as those noted in figure 11 at negative 
angles of attack, and it seems probable that the wing was also the 
source of large variations in damping . 
It is remarkable that there was a total lack of damping of the com-
plete model at the higher Mach numbers at some large angles of attack . 
Relations such as are given in reference 10 lead to the expectation of 
a favorable downwash effect on tail damping as angle of attack is increased . 
Unfortunately, there were insufficient data to establish the damping 
contributions of the various model components and to determine if the 
unsteady flow conditions on the wing had actuall y al tered the downwash 
effects on damping. 
The damping of the complete model at 40 angle of attack increased 
with Mach number up to 0 .92 but decreased at a Mach number of 0 .94 
(fig. 12). If it is assumed that the damping of the body- wing-vertical-
tail combination at _40 angle of attack is representative of that at 40 , 
it may be concluded that the horizontal tail caused part of the increase 
in damping of the complete model with Mach number and was primarily 
responsible for the decrease at Mach numbers above 0.92. 
The Measured Static Lateral-Directional Characteristics 
The sideslip derivatives were determined from static -force tests 
by measuring the forces and moments at one angle of sideslip , 6°, and 
assuming they varied linearly with sideslip angle from 0° to 6° . Addi -
tional data, presented in figure 13 , establish the validity of the assump -
tion for the complete model at angles of attack up to 6° . Other data 
not presented showed that the lateral forces and moments for 0° of 
sideslip were negligible at angles of attack up to 20° . 
The measurements of the lateral-directional characteristics were 
confined to modei configurations having only one horizontal tail inci -
dence, 00 . The possibility that there may be an effect of tail incidence 
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on the lateral-directional deri vatives at high subsonic Mach numbers is 
poi nted out in reference 11, whi ch reports the results of an investiga-
t i on with an unswept "T" tail. Although not i nvestigated , the effect of 
tail inci dence on the subject model is bel ieved to be small er than in the 
case with the model of reference 11 on the basis of the differences in 
tail geometry, which makes the tail of the subject model less conducive 
to the shock interference di scussed in the reference . Al so , as pointed 
out in the reference , the effect is encountered only at small angles of 
attack with l arge negative tail incidences, which is an out- of-trim 
condition of secondary importance . 
Roll i ng moment due to sidesli p , Cl~ '- The complete model was found 
to have a positive dihedral effect (negative Cl~) at all angles of attack 
at which the model was tested (see fig. 14) . Much of the dihedral effect 
was contributed by the vertical tail, as may be seen from a comparison of 
the data for the body and the body-vertical- tail combination, although this 
contribution diminished to approximately zero for angles of attack of 120 
and more. The end-pl ate effect of the horizontal tail amplified the dihe -
dral effect of the vertical tail . The addition of the wing at a dihedral 
of -100 reduced the dihedral effect at angles of attack up to about 60 
to 80 but , except at the highest test Mach number, provided a positive 
rather than negative dihedral effect at the highest angles. At Mach num-
bers of 0 . 80 and 0 . 90 the abrupt changes observed in Cl~ at angles of 
attack near 100 are thought to be caused by an asymmetric loss of wing 
lift. 
The oscillatory and static- force - test values of Cl~ shown in fig -
ure 16 (a) were in good agreement except possibly at a Mach number of 0 . 25. 
The comparison of Cl~ was similar to that of Cmu in this respect. 
Yawing moment due to sideslip, Cn§.- The complete model had positive 
directional stability, Cn~, (fig . 14) over the angle - of- attack range of 
the test, although the stability diminished with increases in angle of 
attack beyond about 140 The stability afforded by the vertical tail 
was increased by the end-plate effect of the horizontal tail . The addi -
tion of the wing also gave rise to a small but definite increase in the 
effectiveness of the tail at most angles of attack . However, it may be 
observed in figure 15 that an increase in the wing dihedral angle to 00 
caused a decrease in directional stability, approximately nullifying the 
favorable interference effect noted for the wing of -100 dihedral in 
figure 14. 
Figure 16(b) shows that the oscillatory and static- force - test values 
of Cn~ were in good agreement for the body-wing combination. The agree -
ment between the two test conditions was not so good for the complete 
model . It is possible that the extreme rearward position of the vertical 
I tail on this model may have resulted i~ sting interference on the value s 
I 
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of Cn~ and that part of the disa greement in figure 16(b ) is due to the 
use of different sting diameters in the oscillation and static- force tests . 
The chief Mach number effect on directional stability, shown in fig -
ure 17 for 00 angle of atta ck, wa s an increa se with increasing Mach number, 
due to an increa se in t a i l effectiveness. 
Lateral Rotary Derivatives 
Damping- in - roll derivative CLp .- Figure 18 shows that the major por-
tion of the damping in roll was contributed by the body-wing combination. 
The damping of both this configuration and of the complete model diminished 
rapidly with an increase in angle of attack beyond 60 to 80 , which is the 
angle range just preceding the decrease in slope of the lift curve . This 
trend is the same as that noted in reference 5 on a similar model . 
The contribution of the tail surfaces to damping in roll increased 
markedly with Mach number, and was actually e~ual to the damping of the 
body-wing combination at a Mach number of 0 . 94 at 00 angle of attack. The 
end-plate effect of the horizontal tail again increased the contribution 
of the vertical tail as was the case with the Sideslip derivatives. While 
the tail was expected to provide damping with no wing present, it was antic -
ipated that the sidewash produced by the rolling wing would create a roll-
ing moment on the tail which would almost nullify the damping of the tail. 
This result was in fact realized at the lowest speeds, but at the higher 
Mach numbers (fig . 18) the damping of the tail was in many cases practi -
cally undiminished by the addition of the wing . The tail provided much 
smaller values of damping in the steady- rolling tests of reference 5, but 
this disparity in results was not limited to the wing- on case. The appar-
ent conclusion is that the OSCillatory motion produced substantial tail 
damping that was not greatly affected by wing sidewash at the higher Mach 
numbers . As a result, the damping in roll of the model increased with Mach 
number, as shown for 00 angle of attack in figure 21 . 
Reynolds number and dihedral effects, presented in figure 20 (a), were 
not discernible from experimental sca tter . 
Yawing moment due to rolling velocity Cnp .- Figure 18 shows that at 
small and negative angles of attack the values of Cnp for the complete 
model were positive but that they became increasingly negative as the angle 
of attack was increased above 2 0 to 40 • Unlike the damping in roll, the 
expected effect of wing sidewash on Cnp was observed at all Mach numbers; 
that is, the sidewash at the tail was expected to produce negative 
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increments in Cnp ' and the test results established that the Cnp of 
the complete model was much more negative than would result from a simple 
addition of the body-wing values and the body-tail values . 
The effects of wing dihedral and Reynolds number on Cnp are shown 
in figure 20 . Generally, a change in wing dihedral from _100 to 00 
resulted in substantial positive increases in Cnp' particularly at the 
higher Mach numbers . The values of Cnp were also rather sensitive to 
Reynolds number at these Mach numbers. 
The effect of Mach number on Cnp 
was to increase the positive value of 
about twice the value observed a t Mach 
at 00 angle of attack (fig . 21) 
Cnp at a Mach number of 0 . 94 to 
numbers below 0 . 90. 
Rolling moment due to yawing velocity C1r - Cl~·- Figure 19 shows 
that this derivative was positive for the complete model at angles of 
attack up to a t least 80 • The positive values were due, for the most part, 
to the tail . Values of this derivative for higher angles of attack than 
those shown in figure 19 were actually measured and are presented in f ig-
ure 25 referred to a body system of axes· (A discussion of the body system 
of axes is in the Appendix.) A sharp decrease in C-/r - Cl'~ cos a. for 
the complete model is evident in figure 25 above 100 angle of attack at 
Mach numbers of 0.80 and higher . This large change, presumably associated 
with an asymmetric loss of wing lift , did not materialize at the l ower 
Reynolds number, however (see f ig. 20 (c) ). 
The effects of dihedral on Cl r - Cl& were irregular over the angle-
of -attack range, and were largest at the higher Mach numbers, being similar 
to Cnp in this resp8ct. In both derivatives, Reynolds number effects 
varied with angle of attack in a nonuniform manner and were largest at the 
highest Mach number. 
Damping-in-yaw derivative Cnr - Cn~ .- The data of figures 19 and 25 
show that the damping in yaw of the complete model was maintained at a h i gh 
level for angles of attack up to at least 120 . There was some increase in 
o damping at angle s of attack above 6 with a subsequent loss at still higher 
angles, where the damping of the body-wing combination became less . The 
body appeared to be the major f actor in the loss of damping at high angles 
of attack. It should be stated here that the measurements made with the 
body alone were sufficient only to establish the values of the damping in 
yaw and the rolling moment due to yawing veloc ity referred to body axes -
To obtain the body-alone damping referred to stability axes, as is presented 
in figure 19, it was necessary to assume that the moments due to the body ' s 
rolling about its longitudinal axis were zero. Such an assumption may have 
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created errors in the values of body-alone damping at the larger angles 
of attack, but the data are presented, nevertheless, in the belief that 
the correct trend is indicated . 
15 
As shown in figure 19, the addition of the horizontal tail increased 
the effectiveness of the vertical tail in providing damping in yaw, except 
at a Mach number of 0 . 94. The contribution of the tail to damping increased 
considerably with angle of attack for the wing- off case , but with the wing 
on there was much less increase . Evidently, the nature of the wing inter-
ference on the tail damping and on the tail restoring moments was quite 
differentj that is, this interference on Cnr - Cn& was favorable at nega-
tive angles of attack and unfavorable at high positive angles of attack, 
whereas the interference effect on Cn~ (fig . l4) was always favorable. 
At 00 angle of att ack there was an increase in damping with increasing 
Mach number up to about 0 .85, as illustrated in figure 2l , but above this 
Mach number there was a loss of damping contributed by the tail. The latter 
effect was caused wholly by the horizontal tail, which had an unfavorable 
interference effect on the damping of the vertical tail at high Mach numbers 
(fig. 19). This was true regardless of whether or not the wing was attached . 
The eff ect is not simply explained since the horizontal tail maintained an 
end-plate effect on the vertical- tail contribution to Cn~ at all Mach 
numbers. 
The Reynolds number and dihedral effects (fig. 20 (d )) were largest at 
the highest Mach numbers , as was the case with Cnp and Cl r - Cl~· 
Dynamic-stability Calculations 
In order to provide a better perspective of the dynamic stability of 
this particular configuration , the data in the foregoing figures have been 
applied to calculations of the dynamic motions for a representative air -
plane. Values of the period and time to damp of the short-period longi-
tudinal and lateral-directional oscillations have been calculated and the 
dynamic characteristics compared with the re~uirements of reference 12 . 
It should be pointed out that if the requirements are not met, it does not 
necessarily mean that the motions will be unsafe or divergent, but rather 
that the airplane may not be able to execute satisfactorily its expected 
maneuvers. 
The mass and dimensional data for the representative airplane used in 
these calculations are presented in table II. 
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Dynamic longitudinal stability .- The period and time to damp of the 
short-period controls - fixed longitudinal oscillations were calculated by 
the method given in the Appendix of reference 2 . Additional derivatives 
other than those measured in t h is investigation enter into the calculations 
but have little effect on the period or time to damp . These include CLq 
and CL~ · A variation of either of these two derivatives from 0 to 4 
produced a change in period of about 2 percent and essentially no change 
in damping . Also an independent variation of Cmq and Cmu r esulted in 
a similarly small change . I f the measured damping is assumed to be entirely 
due to Cmu' the period is increased by no more than 10 percent over what it 
would be if the damping were due entirely to Cmq . 
The results of the calculations of the period and time to damp to 
half amplitude, presented in figure 22, indicate that for all the condi -
tions considered , the airplane has dynamic - l ongitudinal- stability charac -
teristics which adequately fulfill the requirements of reference 12 . It 
should be noted that due to the restricted amount of data available at a 
Reynolds number of 1 . 50 million, it was necessary to use damping deriva-
tives measured at a Reynolds number of 0.75 million in estimating the 
l ongitudinal dynamic stability for the higher Mach numbers. This procedure 
gave somewhat misleading results at a Mach number of 0 .94, because a large 
Reynolds number effect was present in the data for an angle of attack (40 ) 
corresponding to an altitude of 40,000 feet. Figure ll (g) shows that at 
the lower Reynolds number the damping of the model decreased rapidly at 
angles of attack above 20 (corresponding to 20 , 000 feet ). I t is evident 
that the calculated stability characteristics of the airplane at the higher 
altitudes and at a Mach number of 0 . 94 would have been better if the h igher 
Reynolds number data had b~en used. 
Dynamic lateral stability. - The period and damping of t he short - period 
lateral- directional oscillations ha ve been calculated by the method of 
reference 13 . Derivatives encountered in the calculations included CYr 
and CyP ' which were not measured in this invest igation . Estimates were 
made of these two derivatives, and it was found that any reasonable varia-
tion in either derivative resulted in only negligible changes in the period 
and damping . These derivatives were therefore assumed to be zero. Another 
limitation of the calculations is the lack of separate values for the deriv-
atives due to sidesl ipping acceleration, Cn& and Cl~ . In this situation 
the measured values of Cnr - Cn& and Cl r - CI~ have been used ir. the 
equations of reference 13 in place of Cn and Cl , with no consideration 
. r r 
being given to the ~ terms separately . This is believed to be the most 
accurate way to take account of the possible effects of sideslipping accel -
eration in the absence of independent measurements of all derivatives . 
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The results of the calculations are presented in figure 23 . Although 
the period and time to damp were considered sufficient indications of the 
acceptability of the l ongitudinal response, they provide only part of the 
information necessary to evaluate the lateral-directional stability. The 
damping parameter ljC 1 / 2 still represents damping in the same sense as was 
considered in longitudinal motions, since it is merely the ratio of the 
period P to the time required to damp to half amplitude) T1 / 2 . However, 
the minimum value desirable is no longer fixed, but varies with the roll-
excitation parameter 1 ~ l j l ve l. This parameter, representing the tendency 
of the airplane to roll when disturbed in Sideslip, was calculated by the 
method outlined in the Appendix of reference l4 . 
The boundaries in figure 23 indicate minimum acceptable values as 
defined in reference 12. Boundary A represents a minimum for an airplane 
with no artificial stability augmentation) and boundary B is a minimum for 
an airplane which normally employs an artificial stabilizing device but 
with the device inoperative . The uppermost boundary is the minimum for a 
tactical mission and is therefore the value which must be attained at the 
design conditions, by an artificial device if necessary . 
The calculated values in figure 23 fall well below the mlnlmum 
required for a tactical mission, but the values are all above boundary B. 
It may be noted that there was a decrease in the stability as the altitude 
increased, particularly at the higher Mach numbers . Such a situation was 
due partially to an increase in the relative density factor of the air-
plane, which is a factor relating inertial forces to aerodynamic forces. 
A second and important factor was the decrease in Cn which accompanied p 
the increase in angle of attack as altitude increased. 
The dependence of the damping parameter on Cnp is demonstrated by 
the results of calculations for a Mach number of 0.90 . For these calcu-
lations the effect of the relative density factor was eliminated by con-
sidering only a constant altitude . I t was here indicated that a decrease 
in Cnp of 0.1 would result in a loss in IjC l/2 of about 0 .15 . By way 
of comparison, it may be noted that the range of values of Cnp which 
was encountered in the preparation of figure 23 was almost 0.25 . It is 
perhaps obvious that the effect of Cnp was l ar ge for this particular 
model because of the interaction of this derivative with other factors in 
the equations of motion . An examination of the equations indicated that 
a large dihedral effect was of the most importance in this respect , and 
calculations verified that the effect of Cn would have been negligible p if Cz had been zero. f3 
The damping-in-roll deri vative, Cz , is the only other derivative p 
involved to any great extent in the changes of dynamic stability with 
altitude and Mach number that are indicated in figure 23. The effect of 
increases in roll damping on the parameter ljC1 / 2 was favorable and about 
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one half as great as the effect of Cnp at a Mach number of 0 . 90 and 
40, 000 feet . However , at 20, 000 feet Clp had practically no effect , so 
that its importance is not simpl e to evaluate . The derivative Cnr - Cn6 
was almost constant in the range of flight conditions considered in ~ig­
ure 23, so that this derivative had little to do with the changes in 
dynamic stability shown . However, if Cnr - Cn~ had varied by an amount 
equal to Cnp it would have produced about one third of the effect on 
1/Cl / 2 that was caused by Cnp ' 
Figure 23 shows an increase of the roll - excitation parameter I~I /[ve I 
with altitude . This was caused primarily by changes in the relative 
density f a ctor . The only aerodynamic derivatives which cause significant 
changes in i~l/Ive I are the static derivatives Cl~ and Cn~ ' However , 
these did not vary enough in the range of flight conditions examined to 
cause much effect. 
Estimates of Rotary Derivatives 
An estimation of the rotary derivatives of the model has been 
attempted, using some of the simpler methods available and utilizing the 
static -force data where possible . The results of these calculations are 
shown by the curves labeled " theory" in the figures . The theory and 
experiment are compared on the basis of the effect these derivatives had on 
the estimated oscillatory response of the representa tive airplane. 
Estimate of CmQ + Cma .- The contribution of the body to this deriva-
tive was determined by the method developed in reference 15) from which 
equation (B21) is repeated for convenience: 
where 
base a rea 
distance from base of body to axis of rotation . 
It may be seen in figure 11 that this estimate compared well with the data 
for the body- vertical- tail combination for all angles of attack at which 
the model was tested . 
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The wing contribution was also estimated by the method in refer-
ence 15. In this case it wa s necessary to expand certain terms in the 
equations so that they would apply to other than triangular wings. For 
the particular plan form of the wing of this investigation, only the 
moment due to camber (which was intended to be equivalent to a flat wing 
in pitch) was of any consequence in the estimation of ( Cmq) . 
Therefore, the relation used was as follows: 
\: Wlng 
_ 91f 1 + "/\2 
32 [1 +"/\ _ "/\/(1 + "/\)]2 
.. /1 - M2 
where 
"/\ taper ratio, Ctip/Croot 
The contribution of the wing to Cma was ignored on the basis than its 
magnitude, calculated by the method of reference 15, was generally small 
compared to (cmq). . However , the trend with angle of attack of the \: wlng 
calculated values of Cmu wa s approximately the same as the trend of the 
experimental data for Cmq + C~ in figure 11. It is possible that inclu-
sion of C~ might have improved the theoretical values if the effects of 
the low aspect ratio and sharp leading edge on this term had been more 
accurately assessed. 
The largest damping component was calculated for the horizontal tail 
f ollowing the method of reference 10: 
The pitching-moment and downwash terms used in this calculation were evalu-
ated from the static-force tests. It may be seen in figure 11 that the 
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tail contribution was usually overestimated but tended to compensate for 
an underestimation of the wing contribution at the smaller angles of 
attack. Here , again, the a term is assumed to be that which has been 
incorrectly evaluated , ina smuch a s a rela tionship is expected to exist 
between the unsteady forces on the wing and the tai l . This problem has 
been considered in more detail in reference 16 . 
Estimation of C2p' - The damping- in- roll derivative was estimated by 
methods described in reference 13. Two components, that from the wing and 
that from the tail, were computed, both based on static -force data. Only 
the wing contribution is shown in figures 18 and 21 because the sidewash 
from the rolling wing was assumed to have reduced the tail contribution to 
a negligible amount . Calculations of the sidewash by methods suggested in 
reference 13 did not materially change this conclusion . The comparison 
with experiment for the tail- off configuration shows the estimates to be 
adequate at Mach numbers of 0.80 and apove , but the experimental values 
for the complete model exceeded the calculated derivatives by as much 
as 0 .2. 
Estimation of Cnp' - This derivative was also estimated for the body-
wing combination and for the complete model . Reference 13 was used to 
calculate all components . However, when the method was applied to the 
calculation of the body-wing component, the resulting values of Cnp 
were greater than +0 . 3 which was very large compared to the test values . 
Since the method uses empirical factors, another relation was employed 
based on considerations in reference 17 . This relation was simply 
( Cnp) 
wing 
= - (C2P) . tan a 
wlng 
and is valid as long as 
( CD - CDC _ '\ L-O)wing 
which implies the presence of leading- edge separation . Although the data 
are not shown, the drag coefficient due to lift of the body-wing combina-
tion never differed from CL tan a by more than 0 . 01 0 The theoretical 
values for the body-wing combination in figure 18 are therefore those 
calculated by this latter method, using the estimated values of C2p . 
Unfortunately, the estimate is still not in very good agreement with the 
test value at large angles of attack . 
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The estimate of the tail contribution to Cnp was somewhat small at 
an angle of attack of 00 , but perhaps a less desirable result was that 
the rate of decrease of the derivative with angle of attack was under-
estimated. In view of the sensitivity of the airplane's oscillatory 
response to changes in Cnp ' the estimate of Cnp for the complete model 
at high angles of attack must be considered unsatisfactory. It was possible 
to improve the agreement at an angle of attack of 00 by using some of the 
methods for calculating sidewash effects suggested in reference 13, but 
they did not materially improve the rate of change of Cnp with angle of 
attack, which was felt to be the basic deficiency of the estimate. 
Estimate of C2 r - C2~. - Values of this derivative were calculated 
-----------------------
for the wing and for the ' tail using reference 13 and the static -force data. 
The reference did not actually consider ~ terms , so they have been 
assumed eQual to zero. The values, shown in figures 19 and 21, compared 
favorably with experimental values up to angles of attack of about 100, 
above which large negative increases were measured (fig. 25) that were 
not predicted by theory . 
Estimate of Cnr - Cn6 .- The estimate of damping in yaw also was 
accomplished using reference 13 and static -force data for the most part 
and again assuming the ~ term equal to zero . The exception to this pro-
cedure was the body estimate which was assumed to be : 
The estimate was fair (see figs. 19 and 21) at small angles of attack but 
did not take account of the loss of damping with increasing angle of attack 
that was measured . The calculated wing contribution was small in relation 
to the apparent experimental increment . It should be recalled that the 
measured damping in yaw about the stability axis for the body alone was an 
approximation since it was assumed that the body had no moments due to 
rolling about its longitudinal axis . The contribution of the tail Was 
underestimated at the lower Mach numbers, but the agreement was improved 
at the higher Mach numbers, largely because of the unexpected loss of the 
end-plate effect of the horizontal tail on the measured values. 
The maximum disagreement between estimated and test values of 
Cnr - Cn& for the complete model was of the same order of magnitude as 
was obtained with C2p . Better agreement was obtained at high Mach numbers 
because of the compensating effects noted for the various model components . 
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Comparison of theory and experiment by oscillatory- response 
calcula tions. - The over -all agreement between the estimated and measured 
values of the rotary derivatives can be assessed from figure 24 . This 
figure presents calculated values of the time to damp to half amplitude , 
since this is the only oscillatory- response characteristic affected signif -
icantly by the rotary derivatives . 
The most serious discrepancy between the damping calculated from the 
experimental and theoretical values of Cmq + Cmu occurs at a Mach number 
of 0.94 at 40,000 feet . As noted previously, the measured value of 
Cmq + Cmu for this flight condition was adversely affected by Reynolds 
number, and the theoretical value of Cmq + Cma is actually more repre-
sentative of the higher Reynolds number data. It is concluded that the 
estimates of Cmq + Cmu agree well with the measured values for these 
flight conditions. 
Figure 24 shows that the damping of the lateral oscillation was lower 
when the estimated values of the rotary derivatives were used than when 
the measured values were used . The differences between the two sets of 
calculated damping values for an altitude of 20 , 000 feet were caused by 
differences in Cnr - Cn6 (primarily at Mach numbers below 0 . 90) and in 
Cnp (the larger influence at Mach numbers above 0 . 90). Both derivatives 
were also responsible for some of the large discrepancy in damping at a 
Mach number of 0.92 and an altitude of 40,000 feet, while differences in 
C1 caused much of the disagreement at the lower Mach numbers at 40,000 fe~t . The figure shows that the difference in time to damp to half ampli -
tude computed from the two sets of derivatives could amount to more than 
one third of the value for the representative airplane. This comparison 
applies, of course, only to the angles of attack corresponding to the 
selected flight condition (6_1/20 was the maximum angle of attack 
considered) . 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The static and dynamic - rotary stability derivatives of a model repre -
sentative of modern airplane design were measured in a wind tunnel at sub -
sonic speeds. The model had an unswept wing with a sharp leading edge, a 
thickness ratio of 0.034, and an aspect ratio of 2.44 . The horizontal tail 
of the model was mounted high on a swept vertical tail . The following was 
observed: 
1. The wing was in itself the source of large variations in Cmu 
and Cmq + Cma. as angle of attack and Mach number changed. Data at Mach 
numbers of 0.90 and less indicated that CLa decreased by a large amount 
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above an angle of attack of 80 to 100 , and this was accompanied by large 
losses in C1r - Cl~' The decrease in lifting effectiveness was evident 
also in the much smaller values of C2p as compared to those at lower 
angles of attack, and in abrupt variations in C2 with angle of attack. (3 
2. The vertical tail, besides being the major source of Cn~' 
C2 r - C2~' and Cnr - Cn~ over most of the angle -of-attack range, had a 
large effect on C2~' and on CZp at high Mach numbers. The horizontal 
tail increased the effectiveness of the vertical tail except in the case 
of Cnr - Cn~ at a Mach number of 0 · 94. 
3. The air flow behind the wing altered the characteristics of the 
tail in certain important aspects . The wing downwash increased with angle 
of attack enough to make the horizontal tail longitudinally destabilizing 
above an angle of attack of 140 . When the model was rolling, the sidewash 
from the wing created tail loads which made Cnp negative over much of the 
angle-of-attack range and which reduced the tail contribution to C2p at 
low Mach numbers. Interference of the wing on the flow at the tail 
increased both Cn~ and Cnr - Cn~ at negative angles of attack but 
decreased Cnr- Cn& at large positive angles of attack. Data on the com-
plete model showed that a change in wing dihedral caused changes in many 
of the derivatives besides C2~ " The effects of dihedral were especially 
large at high Mach numbers for Cnp ' C2r - C2~' and Cnr - Cn~, all of which 
are highly dependent on the air flow at the tail and consequently on the 
location of the tail with respect to the flow field behind the wing. These 
rotary derivatives, together with Cmq + Cma, seemed also to be sensitive 
to changes in Reynolds number from 0.75 million to 1.50 million, 
particularly at the higher Mach numbers . 
4. Calculations of the control-fixed oscillatory response of a repre-
sentative airplane were made for a range of Mach numbers from 0. 60 to 0.94 
and of altitudes from sea level to 40,000 feet. In this range of flight 
conditions, the airplane had satisfactory damping of the short-period 
longitudinal oscillation. The lateral oscillation was sufficiently ~ped 
for the airplane to be safely flown, but the damping was insufficient for 
a tactical mission. The damping of the lateral oscillation was found to 
be sensitive to changes in Cnp (because of interaction with a large 
negative value of C2 (3) and to a lesser extent on C2p and Cnr - Cnp' 
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5. Estimates were made of the rotary derivatives by semiempirical 
methods. On the basis of oscillatory damping calculations for the repre -
sentative airplane at small angles of attack, it was concluded that the 
estimates of Omq + Cmu agreed well with the measured values . Computa-
tions using the estimated and measured values of the lateral rotary deriva-
tives indicated differences in time to damp t9 half amplitude of as much 
as one third of the value for the representative airplane. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif . , Sept . 4, 1956 
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APPENDIX 
THE STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF THE COMPLETE MODEL 
ABOUT A BODY SYSTEM OF AXES 
When the dynamic motions of an a i rplane are to be computed , it is 
sometimes desirabl e to use a body system of axes which remains fixed within 
the a irplane rather than the stability system of axes . The use of a body 
system of axes simplifies the calcula tion of these motions in that the 
moment of inertia about any axis is independent of the angle of a ttack . 
The body system of axes chosen for the data presented in this r eport is 
one in which the x axis is t he fuse lage r eference line , the z axis is 
perpendicular to the x axis and lies in the plane of symmetry and the 
y axis is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry . 
The transfer of the rotary derivatives to the body axes involves the 
t ransfer of the moments , 1, r olling moment and n, yawing moment , and 
the rotational veloc i ties , p and r. For a pure rolling motion about the 
body x axis, the total damping moments about that axis are : 
T 
+ Cl'~sin 2 (Cnr - Cn~) . 2 C7,p a, C7,pc os a, + Sln a -
(Cnp + Clr - C7,~) sin a, cos a, 
and 
t t 
Cnpcos2 a, - (Cl r - CZ~) sin2 a, -Cnp + Cn~sin a 
(Cnr - Cn0 - Czp) sin a cos a 
For a pure yawing motion about the body 
moments about that axis a re : 
z axis, the total damping 
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cir - f (C7,r - C7,~) cos2 ex, - C . 2 C7,~cos ex, == npSln a. -
(Cnr - Cn~ - C7,p) sin ex, cos ex, 
and 
I , 
(Cnr - Cn~) cos2 a. C . 2 Cnr Cn~cos ex, + 7, psln ex, + 
(Cnp + C7,r - C7,~) sin ex, cos ex, 
As before , it is assumed that the total damping moment is the moment of 
most significance for calculations of airplane dynamic stability in the 
absence of measurements of all the individual components . Therefore, the 
~uantity expressed by the left -hand side of each of the above equations is 
considered to be the desired derivative for such calculations. Inciden-
tally, this ~uantity represents the moment actually measured by the 
present test techni~ue. 
The derivative listed above as well as the applicable static stability 
derivatives are presented in figure 25 for the complete model. Only the 
oscillatory values of the sideslip derivatives are presented. Since the 
y axes of the body and stability system of axes are coincident, the 
derivatives Cy~, CIDa,' and C~ + Cma are the same in either system of 
axes. 
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TABLE I .- MODEL DIMENSI ONS 
Wing (basic plan form, leading and trai ling edges extended to plane of 
symmetry) 
Span, b, ft . .... . 
Area, S, sq ft .•.•.... 
Mean aerodynamic chord, c, ft 
Aspect ratio 
Leading-edge sweep, deg 
Taper ratio . . 
Incidence, deg 
Dihedral, deg . . 
Airfoil section 
. . . . . . . 
2.16 
1.90 
0 .94 
2.44 
27·00 
0 ·38 
o 
-10 
Forward 50- percent chord (forward 2 . 5 percent modified to f orm 
sharp leading edge ) elliptical 
Rear 50-percent chord 
Thickness ratio . 
Horizontal tail 
Span, ft . . . . . . 
Area, sq ft . . . . . 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio • . . . • • 
Leading-edge sweep, deg . 
Length (distance between C.25 c 
Height, ft . .• ..• • .• 
Airfoil section 
Forward 50- percent chord 
Rear 50- percent chord . • 
Thickness ratio . • . • . 
Vertical tail (leading and traili ng 
Span, ft .. . .. . 
Area, sq ft •. .• . . 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio • • . . . . 
Leading-edge sweep , deg . 
Length (distance between 0 .25 c 
Height, ft •...•• •. 
Airfoil section 
Forward 50-percent chord 
Rear 50-percent chord . 
Thickness ratio 
Root ••• • 
Tip 
. . 
pOints), ft 
biconvex 
0.034 
· . . 
1.20 
0.48 
0.44 
2.97 
0.31 
19 .81 
1.67 
0.69 
• elliptical 
biconvex 
0 .05 
edges extended to body center line) 
0 . 69 
0 .56 
. . . 
pOints ) , ft 
· . . 0 .87 
0 .86 
0 . 37 
43 .96 
1.20 
0 .29 
• elliptical 
. • . • biconvex 
0 .043 
0 .050 
Body 
Length , ft . . . . 4 . 65 
Base area, sq ft 0 .13 
Moment center (on body cent er line ) 
Horizontal location (aft of l eadi ng edge of c)~ percent c . 25 
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TABLE 11.- ASSUMED GEOMETRIC AND MASS DATA 
FOR REPRESENTATIVE AIRPLANE 
NACA RM A56ro4 
Geometric data 
Model scale (wing area 189 . 6 s q ft ) 
Mass data 
Wei ght , lb 
2 Ixo ' sl ug- ft 
I yo ' sl ug- ft2 • 
2 I z , slug- ft • o 
Inclination of the princi pal l ongitudinal axi s below the 
fuselage reference line, deg 
Center of gravity posit i on , per cent c . . . . 
0 .10 
• 14, 150 
3 , 120 
• 40,100 
.• 41 , 100 
3 
25 
where : I x , I y , I z moments of inertia about the principal axes 000 
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Wind direction 
~ x Cm, q 
Horizontal reference 
z 
y, Cy 
z 
Figure 1 .- The stability system of axes : an orthogonal system of axes 
having its origin at the center of gravity , the z axis in the plane 
of symmetry and perpendicular to the relative wind) the x axis in 
the plane of symmetry and perpendicular to the z axis) and the y 
axis perpendicular to the plane of symmetry . Arrows indicate the 
positive directions of forces and moments . 
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A-20177.1 
Figure 3.- Photograph of the model mounted on the osc i llation apparatus . 
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Figure 22 .- Estimated period and time to damp of the controls-fixed} short-period} l ongitudinal 
oscillation for a representative airplane in level flight . 
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Figure 23 .- Estimated characteristics of t he controls -fixed lateral- directional oscillation for a 
representative airplane in level flight . 
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Figure 24 .- The variation with Mach number of the calculated time 
to damp of the controls -fixed short -period oscillations f or a 
representative airplane in level flight . 
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Figure 25 .- The variations wi th angle of attack of CN
u
' and of the 
lateral- di recti onal stabili ty deri vati ves r eferred to body axes , 
R = 1 . 50 milli on , wi ng di hedral = - 10° . 
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Figure 25 .- Continued . 
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Figure 25 .- Conc luded . 
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